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DEFENSIVE COMMUNICATION AB TRAIT AND STJVE

- .

In recent years, there has been a certain amount of interest in.studying
.

'cOithunicative "types," .that is, patterns of communicative behavior :which

manifest themselves normally across populations and situations.', Examples-4

of this interest have been the studied of rhetorical sensitillity(Hirt and

Burks, 1972; Hart, Eadie and Carlson, 1975), reticence (Phillips and Metzger,

19,73), and communication apprehensiorittamb,'1972; MoCroskey, ih press).

Especially with, regard to the last "type" research his identified stable
4

diitributions of both individual and situational characteristics which'will,

! 4

'affect the manifestation of apprehensive behavior. These conditions have

beeR.labeled by Meroskey (in press) as being "trait" and "state."

.

This study invss igated the -trait and state manifestations of another

well-known but little-stud communication phenomenon, that liht611-arPes":7-

.

. .

--.

presented by a coptinuum with one pole being labeled "defensive communication"

and the 6her pole being labeled "supportivvommunication." Th6 purpose

......
.

-of the 'research was to- see if communicators could be identified whose general
.

T. _
. ._

style of message-making could be-called "supportive" or "defensive" as well .

as to investig4e some of the conditions under which supportive or defensive

'coMmunication would be exhibited.

The'paradiiM under,which the study was conducted was first suggested ,

by, Giffin (1969) in a review of the litepature owinterpersonal trust.

Giffin, who equated supportive communication with the communicative outcomes

of interperstnal,trust, wrote that trust was influenced,by three 'general

1
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factors: (1) tEe personalities of the participants,, (2) the--situation in,
which the participantsind themselves, and (3) the interpersonal perceptions

the participants generate thi.ough their mutual interaction.

There has been little investigation of defensive,ar supportive corn-
,.

munivation as resuItAg from individual traits. .There have been, however, 0

some suggestions that - researchers: have recognized.such types while eon-

ducting their obrvations. Stephenson and D'Angelo (1973), for'example,.
expressed their frustration at being unsuccessful insfully manipulating an

"empathic" or'"evaluative" listening- ituation by recommending thUt con-
,

federates be "type cast" for future research of this nature. Moreover, in

a review of cooperative. and competitive behavior asunctions of gust in

the goring situation, Killey and Stahelski (1970) came to three concluSionA?.
) ,

(1) There two stable types of individuals which may be, described ---.

approxithately as cooperative and competitive personalities. (This could

be putmore accurately, perhaps, by reference to stable individual

:differenCes 'along a dimension fromcooperation.tocaPetltion, but the

terminology of "types" greatly simplifies the'exposition of tlas

argument.) (2) These two types havedifferentviews.estheir worlds,
t.

specifically of what other people are like withresrot,to this

typology or dimension. (3) These. different Views can 'be Accounted for
a

most simply in terms of the differential experiehce.'ofuthe two types
.

in their social interactions. ,(p.66Y

The potential identification. of supportive ,end Oefensivecommunicatore
P

has been somewhat hampered by a faulty assumption4bout,the'relationshiP-

between defensivenesi and defensiVe coMmuaqation. A nuMber of psychological-'

researchers have-mployed instruments such as the RepressionSensttization

4
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Scale (Byrne, Barry; and,Nelson, 1963) as measures of defensive style. ,

The problem with such measuremenbis that the opposite end ?f the scale

identifies a somewhat milleable sort of individual, aype,having a high'

'need for approval. Darnell and Brockreide (1976) have labeled this pers'On

the "rhetorical IFebector," and this individual's communicative style is

not at all likely to be supportive. In fact, what these researchers may,.
4

actually be measuring is social attitudinal rigidity, which could be one.,

but -not the only, cause of defensive eomMUnicatioill. Consequently, a pro-

clivity toward defensiveness might manifest itself as defensive communication,

but its opposite might not be a reliable trhit predictor of supportive com-..

munication. What Would be needed, therefore, would be e. measure that would

predict both defensive and. supportive communication behavior.

-Such a measure appeared to be'an instrument called the A-B Scale. First

developed by Whitehorn and Betz (1954) as a discriminator of thrrapist style,

the behavioral correlates of the two types identified by the scale closely

match those typically described as belonging on a supportive defensive con-

tinuum.tinuum. In reviewing these correlates, Razin (1971) noted that "A".indivi-

duals tended to be problem-solvers (as,opposed to regulators or controllers),

while "B"'individuals tended to be more dogmatic;'to see situations in"black-

and-white" terms. A's valued self-determination over obedience; while B's
k

valued conformity, deference, rigidity, mechanicalness,, rule-of-thumb approaches,

and precision, while devalUing the importance of trust in

Asiseemed to enjoy spontaneity and evoked more interaction with otherS than

did Ws. They were alsd more other-oriented, nondogmatic, and empathic,

while Bis were tore self-oriented; dogmatic, conoerned with rules and pro-,

cedures, and judgmental. It seemed, therefore, that the' A-B Sbild showed
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promise as an indicator of supportive and defensive communicators. ,(

If such types could.be identified, it seemedlogical,to conclude that,

given a situation in which either style might beanappropriate one, such

1/42

.

differences-would be perceivable. Moreover, following Kelley and Stahelski's

(1970) sec

would differ,

conclusion, one might reasonably predict that the two types

in terms of\how they perceived each other and their situations

is a flinction of'typel ,

.
,

, r / . b

The characteristics of supportive and dekensive,commUnication:situatiops

haVe been described conceptually, though little empirical evidence has been

generated from these descriptions. Gibb (1961) offered the mostcomdlete

situational description when he asserted that one or mresof six dichotomous

behaviOrs could lead to the perception of ti situation as being supportive

or defensive. These behavior 'pairs werevdescriptiontevaluation, problem-

Orientation/control, spontaneity/strategy, empathy /neutrality, equality/,

superiority, and provisionalism/certainty. Roger, g (1962) echoed some of

these desariptors'when he described, a "helping" situation as consisting of,

congruence, unconditional'positiVe regard, and empathy.

= In a later article, Gibb (1964) laid the blame for failure to achieve
,

supportive eommunidation upon the uses-of "persuasion" as opposed to "par-.

ticipation4 in-interactions with others. Gibbls definition of "perStasion"

was vague, ha4ever; and heleft unclear how ,"participation" did not involve

the use Of interpersonal influence.

. A more recentarticle by Peirce (1974) has served to alleviate this

confUsiOn. According to Pearce, three characteristics exist in "trusting"

situations: contingency, or potential for communicative risk; predictability',

in terms of both the situation arm, the other participants in it; and the

A '

-
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perception 'of alternative options for behavior iathih situation., If

4
.these charac4ristics exist, then perception of a source as being credible

. . .

can create a cognitive state of trust. This state-can be translated into'

gusting behavior through the eXtibition of behaviorLhiCh'increases the

vulnerability of one person to the other. In other words', interpersonal-

influence is an integral part of Supportive communication except where

one indiVidual attempts to cut off the alternatie options for behavior of

the other In fact4."persuasion," when employed in theefOrner sense, could

1k
conceivably lead to an inarease in perceptions of supportiveness: If onerc

(

considers an act olicognitive realignment resulting from interpersonal.f"f

infl nce ,as being behavior-which "increases vulnerability to the ?Vier',"

,

then su realignment could result in trusting.behalior,.which, in

could heighten perceptions of supportiveness in the relationsbip. (; \-
.

.

To summarise, then, this study reasoned that perceptions of supportive'
;411c

and defensive communication could result from bdth trait and state conditlo

Specifically? the following four hypotheses' were adlimaced:

H
1
: Persons identifiedas being type "A" individuals percAvedPer.

\

as, having a more' supportive style than persons"identift40 as being

type "B" individuals when placed in a situation where eith4 aup

portive or defensiVe comMAcationcould occifir,

H2s

H3 s

"A" individuals and "B" individuals will have differing perceptions

of the relative supportiveness or defensiveness of their situation
.

as a function of type.

The attempted elimination of alternative optioDs within a.situition'

will result in an incr"aase in perceptions of defensiveness within

thateituation. , r
,

e!
4
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H: Cognitive realignment with-regard to the topigofdiScussion will

result in'an.increase in perceptiont of supportiveriess within the

situation.,

METHOD

Subjects.- Subjects were 120 university students enrolled in the basic

course in speech communication. Subjects were selected for the study from

the overall population of the course ( =,1833) through scoreeon the A-B

Scale. All'Subjects received assignment credit for partiCipation in the

study. /

Measures - The Schiffman, Carson, and Falkenberg (1967) version of'the

'

A-13. Scale was employed in this study. This inst'ument consisted of fourteen

items ± om the Strong Vocational Intereet,Blink, five items from the M.M.P.Lt

and one filler item. It was scored so that'a low score signifies type "A"

and a high score signifies type "B".. A pilot study pitted the A -B Scale

Against the Repression-Sensitization Scale- in:An attempt to'discover'Whether

any.relAionship existed-between the two. A cOrrelational analysis of 33

subjects' responses to both scales yielded a,ceefficient of -.18. Clearly,

.

tbe two scales are measures of different traits. The A-B Scale is included

as Table 1.

Insert Table 1 about here

A measure of defensive and supportive Communication was constructed
440

for this study by the researcher. Til's insttrument consisted of twelve
t ,

bipolar adjectives-modeled on the semantic different format.1 The

,

adjectives were selected ,from a pool' formed through generating synonyms to

..

4
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' desdriptirie terms used in the Gibb (1961) article. A pa

4

of five judges

ive pair into

Agreement of three of the fye

judges'was Considered sufficient for inclusion of the item in the instrument.

who were familiapwith Gibboe forMulations placed each adje

one of Gibbte-six behavior categories.

Five non,ievaluativefiller items selected fr,OM a list provided 'by Osgood,

Succi, and TannenbauM. (1957) were alsO included.

Procedures - The A-a Scale was administered to tie subject population

during the second class period of -the term. The distribution of. scores
a

ranged from zero to nineteen and was approximately norMai., The mean score

was 9.297, and the, standard. deviation was 3.298. The reliability (KR-20)

of the scale-was%computed tote ..53.c ,

.

Persons scoring Piero through three were classifiedas n Au subjects,

X

and persons scoring fifteen through nineteeriyere dlassiadft as "B" subjects.'

From each of these available pools, sixty subjects were selected at random

to partici in the study. A single-blind method of selection was employed

so that the experimenter was unaware of which subjects were A'sand which

were B's.

-Once selected, subjectsifere-randdml paired into, sixty dyads. Thirty

dyacrs'dbrisisted of same-type subjects (fifteen A-A dyads and fifteen B-B

and thirty dyads consisted of opposite -type dyads. Once formed,
.

trio thirds of each grouping were "assigned.to the experimental conditiori,

and one third were assigned to the Zra trol condition. By thetime the

actually took pIaceover ten weeks had passed since tie A-B Scale had been

adMinistere44 Subjects re told that they had been selected for,partici-

pation on the basis of "interests."

In"order to =eaters). situation in which contingency,. predictability,
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ti
and alternative options wound dome into play, a discussion case, "The

-Alk
--7.)Eidney Machine Problem,"-(Pheiffer and Jones, 1974) was employed. As

modified for this study, the' case presented "personality profiles" of

eight individuals Who neteded:\kid48y machine treatment. 'Eacrprofile con-
.

tained both positiveand negative aspects ab hat individual, and all

profiles wer6 about equally attractive. 'In each case, the instructions

:CO the dyadstiPulited thatli*task was to select one of the individuals

for treatment by the end of the total time alloted for interaction. This
4

*situation provided contingency because the subjects we forced to disclose
(-

some of their values to each other in discussing thL choices, it provided
r,

predictability because each subject stanted with the same information base,

and it provided alternatiire options in terns of,Choices that could be advocatea.

All subjects were instructed,t0 discuss the personality profiles for

ten minutes without eliminating any of the individuals froth consideration.

Following the `first interaction perio04the pairs were separated, and each

subject hated their perceptions of the situation on the'supportive-defensive

scale. 'Following Laing. Phillipsen, and Le041 (1966) theoretical. formulations

regarding interpersonal perception,-'subjectscOmpleted each of the items

fOr" three concepts: "Itself, during:the telt erindmutes,!' "My Partner,

during the past ten minutes," and "What my partner thinks of me." To con-
.

trol f6n4 order effects, the item's -were randomly arranged Bach of the

,A`

concepts. Subjects also completed a-preference Measure on which thEl eight

case choices were listed; subjects dndicated in rank order their two most
. .

. t

,acceptable-and two least acceptable choices.
x

At this point in the study, the experimental manipulation was performed.

In all dyads, one subject was left in the discussiOn roomand one subject
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wastaken out of the room to cOmplete the qaestionnsire. In ,treatment dyads,
2

the ilienter collected ttie_.vestionnaire set from the subject who had, -

.

been t en (tit of the room first.: subject was then' told to wait until

.- 9the'experinenter had cOileOted the questionnaire'from the other dyad member.

?

Returning to thediscussion room, the experimenter pollected the other

questionnaire, then told the subject that the "true" nature Ofthe study

Was to determihe hnw,Ple partner would react during the next interaction.

period. The subject was the] requested to advocate one of the eight Choice's

-.as the dyad's decision. While the experimenter appearedtb be selectamg

ihe Choice .6 be advocated randomly, he actually named the choice that the

partner had indicated was next -to -least acqeptable. -By so doing, it was

0 ,

reasoned that the alternative options portion of tOre situation would be

4
..severely limited-for bOth common catori. In all cases, the subject agreed

.0'

to carry out the "deception. "' In the control condition, the dyad was re--

formed and instructed to select their choice.'

After the second ten - minute interaction period.was-completed, subjects

,

were aga separated in. he same manner as previously and completed the

same instruments as previously.' This time, the presentation of the three

.
_

.

concepts to be rated was also randomly, arranged. 'Once the subjects had'com-,

4 \-

.

.
,

\ plated the second questionnaire, thei'were debriefed by the experimenter,
.

a6d.their questions about the study were answered fully. Subjects were also

given pan opportunity to learn whether they had been classified as type "A"

OftyPe "B" after the study had been concluded; only one Subjigt took

' advantage of this opportunity,.

I

.\
w

4
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RESULTS

Ih order'to obtain a unidimensiona scale for analysis, the :guppertivA-

4

Sr

defensive instriiment was,submitted to 'item analysie. Items which correlated

*2
at less than .20 with'total score were eliMinated.from further cOnsisieration.

Thereliabiliy (Coefficient alpha) of the supportive- defensive instriNg

was computed. to be .92.

hypothesis one was tested by Coniparing initial' interaction ratings of

A's and B's by their partnersby mans of a 1,-test. As-predicted, "A"

subjects Were perceived to be significantly more supportive than were "3"

sUbject ("A" mean =.52.52; "B" mean 7. 48;20; t = 2.94, p<(.01; possible
I

0

,range = 10-70).

4pothegis two

testing via, a 2 x 2

was tested .by summing across the three:concepts and

x2x2x3 factorlal.ANOVA lith three between and two

within dimensions. The extremely complex 'deign was employed so.that dif-

I fereaces. betweery the two admiiiistrations'of the, questionnaire and ;among the

.. .

thre'eTconcepts g rated could 'be checked,,44e,hree between d nsions

werertreatAnt/control, tyTe (A or B),'and cognOive realignment (yes or
. ,

no). For purposes of this study, cognit

.w,
' change ('except to least acceptable) of the next

from the firgt questionnaire to the second.

en&was defined as,
--<

, . r Insert Table'2 about here' -

. .

Table 2 summarizes the Main'effects and key interactiOns Of this analysiS.,

testingdespite the significant within effects Tor e ng
.

,

ceptable choice

It should be noted that

,

ardor concepts, there was no main, effect type, nor wore there any

significant interactions between type and either of l.he within factors.

)

c

12

I

*
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Thus, Hypothesis two was not supported.

Though Hypothesis three could have been tested from the individual

pointof view, as depicted in Table 2, it is also instructive to look at
0

it from the dyad point of view. In such an analysis, overall ratings'of'

the second questionnaire were summed across partnets and entered into a

2 x 2 x 2 factorial analysis of covariance, with the,ratings on the first

4

questiOnnairebeing held as.the covariate. That analysis is presented in

. Table 3:
4

'Insert Table 3 about here
11.111

N

As in the individual ratings, a strong overall effect for treatment

scan be noticed. With a range of possible scores from,6 - 448, the mean

for the treatment group was 280.33, andthe mean for the control group

was 332.74. Consequently, gypothesis three was ,upporteK"'

In the case of Hypothesis four, support was or was not present depending

upon the/analysis selected. In the analysis of individual perceptions

(Table:b, no difference was noted. In the analysis of dyad perceptions

(Table 3), however, where, cognitive realignment was considered to be present

if Agh r partner met the operational definition for such realignment, marginal

support was present (mean for realigned dyads = 304.26, n = 38; mean for

nonrealigned dyads = 286.65; n = 22).-
o

'Insert Table 4 about here

t

It is also interesting to examine the analyiis of the concept, "my'

partnwrk,during the past ten minutes" (Table .4),'in which one finds sig-

nificant effects only for -die treatment- testing interaction and a three-way
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I lir4 r
. interaction involving treatment, reali pment, and testing. Though a Newman-

12

Keuls test among the means found'no si ificant differences, the directional

indications iretantalizing. In the :t,rea nt condition, .subjects who

realigned perceived *sir partners as being more defensive on the Second

test '(first test mean ='5.29; second test mean a 4.7,5), while those who

did not realign did not shillt'..their perceptions either (first test mean =

4.759' second test mean = 4.69). In the control,condition, however,, the

. 'opposite was true, with realidiers shifting in a supportivedirection

(first test mean= 4.749. second test mean = 5.05), while nonrealigners

remained steady (first test mean = 5.19, second test mean = 5.22). As a

result-of these'analyses, it would be safe to contend that Hypothesis four

was supported, albeit marginally.

A

DISCUSSION

From the evidence presented by the results of this study, we are led

to conclude that supportive and defensive communication can be manifested

ir

through either "trait" or "state",conditions. Too, the nature of the results

provides us with some clues as to how supportive and defensive communication

is created.

The support for Hypothesis one, suggests that a supportive or a defensive

style can be attributed to certain characteristic modes of behavior. In

fact, such modes are easily discernible; subjects were able to make dis-

criminations with strangers based on only ten minutes of interaction.

The use of the A-B-Scale in its present form to make such trait pre-

:

dictions is somewhat problematic, however,due to that_ instrument's

.

.

relatively low internilreliibility.' While this difficulty was overcome

14

c
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in the present study by testing a large initial group and selecting, only

the extreme cases for inclusion in the research, the scale must be refined

if it is to be of arm use in predicting levels of supportive and defensive

communication behavior across Situations.

The total lack of support for Hypothesis two suggests that Kelley and

° Stahelski's (1970)-conclusiori regarding cooperative and competitivetindi-

viduals does not hold for persons who tend to be either defensive or sup-

portive communicators. Such a finding could indicate that attribution theorists

are mistaken when they claim-that an individullos teNency is to perceive

others as being similar to himself or herself, but he more-likely explanation

is that' situational forces are stronger determinants of supportivp or de-

fensive communication than are habitual style preferences. Indeed, dyad

41,

pairings in the present,study-tended to bear out such a conclusion. While

Arkdyadsdid tend to establiih supportive climates and while &a dyads did

tend to establish defensive climates, pairing alone was not a particularly

reliablepredictor of theAtype of climate that was initially-established:

What turned out to be thoroughly predictable, however, was the- hypothesis

that attempts to eliminate alternative options within the situation would

produce' significant increases in perceptions of theedyados.communication as

being more defenSive. While control subjects perceived their communication

as being more or less the same after the second ten minutes as after the

first ten minutes, those dyads in which advocacy of an undesireable alternative

accompanied by.a refusal to compromise occurred found that the level of

defensile communication escalated rapidly.

The role of cognitive realignment as a result of communicative .behavior

'N6 within the situation seems to be an intervening one in favor of counteracting

15
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forces pushing the dyad towards defensive communication. Yet, the nature

of how such an intervention occurs remains unclear froM these data. It is

possible that individuals 'realignin order to avoid the.threati'of defen-

siveness. Iisilso possible that the perceptual changes in the direction"

W'supportiveness come as the result of tension release following the.

resolution of conflict (in, this case,deciding that:one alternative was

more desirable thin had been originally thought). Previous perception of

the climate might also influence whether or not realignment will occucand

on what grounds it might occur. In the case of perceptions of the other,

it seems as though both those who refused to shift under the treatment con-

dition and those who shifted under the control condition perceived their

partners,initially as being more defensive than did, any of the other subjects.v ,,

Such an awareness on the part of the other in the control condition might,

haVeled to a change in strategy, setting up the realignment. In the treat-
,

ment condition; such a change was not possible, and so, neither perceptions

nor cognitions changed.

%All
I

of this speculation must, of course, lead to the inevitable call

for additional research. In this writer's mind, such research must focus

on the interactions among trait, state, and the resultant perceptions ge-

nerated from such interactions. The questions open to potential investigation

might include the following:

(1) What sueo.gio)petug behavkor ailow fin to be "typed"

ap being a mituartlye or a_ defoptive oommumioator? Recent research by.Civikly:

Pace, and Krause (1977) has found-several individual verbal and nonverbal

43ehaviors that, distinguished supportive from defensive portions of social

'service interviews. While such research is boakvaluable and needed, it

16
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does little:to tell us hoethese individual behaviors fit together to form

4 , .that gestalt, impresssion of a communicator as being supportive or defensive.

Additional research should probe these combinations and permutations further:
. ,

(2),akinuortAxe or defensive communicators seek out or avol0 certain.

eituationamand,tifftok what factors distinguiih these situations from each

auk!: If the 'tendency to be a Supportive or a defensive communicator

follows the patterns of other communicative traits, it is logiCal to con-

elude *tat there are some situations that will besought or avoided by

each "type." Daly and liceroskey (1975), for example, found that individuals

Ai/fa were high in. communication apprehension tended to favor certain oc-

cupations over others. _Too, the A-B Scale is in large part based on measures

of occupational preference.

be shown to prefer differing

If defensive and supportive communicators -can

occupational situations, an analysis of the

key differences in these situations might piovide valuable insight into the

conditions under which each type is best able to cope. The same type of
ti

analysis might be applied to interpersonal situations as well.'

(3) n confronted' with the same situation, are there systematic

Afferenqes in the manner in whiphAp.portiveiaad defensive Tommunicatore

deal with situational exigences? Although the writer knows of no research that

has been done in this area to date, one anecdotarpicrce of evidence from

the present study suggests that supportive and-defensiVe communicators-do

concoct different strategies for dealing/with similar situations. In

observing the interaction of treatment dyads through a one-way mirror, the

writer noted three fairly consistent communicative/Strategies being employed

by those who were cast in the advocacy, role. One strategy, adopted by A's

regardless of who was their partner, involved rapid exchange of interaction,

S
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strategy was 'adopted l B's who had A partners and consisted-Of.the advocate
, I.

manOloolizing the corrsation, allowing little, time for t1; partner to make
4..4

more than a brief Eesponsa. The final' strategy, adopte&hy B's with B

-partn;rs, had the advocate sitting back' and allowing the" other t6 talk,

though steering the conversation toward the advocated position4rithileAing

questions. If thiskind.of evidence could be gathered under more rigorous-

conditions, it might,bring us a long way taward.a greatertimderstanding of

the nature of defensive and supportive communication.

(4) How do intervenin, vriables affect rercections of communication

g' being supportive or defensive? The difficulty in interpreting the results

, with regard to cognitive realignment and its effec-on the perceptual process

within the dyad raises a complex and difficult issue. What variables inter-

vene in creating impressions of supportive or defensive communication? Are

these variables situational or transituational? Are they dependent, 'inde-

pendent, or interdependent with the perceptual proce ss? At this point, it

appears that a bettor understanding of trait and state qualities of defensive

and supportive'commuheation is needed before such questions can be tackled.

In summary, this paper has attempted to argue that supportive and

'defensive oommunication as both'individual and,situationai characteristics.

Discovering the exact nature and relationships among these characteristics

can provide fertile ground for scultivation by communication resekrchers.

r.
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NOTES

iThe twelve pairs were: EQUAL/UNEQUAL, WARM/COLD, OPENMINDED/CLOSE-

MINDED, 4CEPTI93/BLAMING,'SPONTANEOUS/SCfiEMINU, NONMANIPULATIVE(MANI-

PULATIVE, CCERATIVE/ARdUMENTATIVE, CARING/INDIFFERENT, UNDERSTANDING/

JUDGING, COLLABORATING/CON1ROLLIN3, NOT STATUS-CCCIOUS/STATUS-CONSCIOUS,
f

and CONCERNED /UNCONCERNED.

2The eliminated pairs were NONMANIPULATIVE/MANIPULATIVE for all thre9N

concepts and NOT STATUS-CONSCIOUS/STATUS-CONSCIOUS,for the concept,' "my

partner, during the past ten minutes."
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TABLE 1

-

4
The AFB Scale

. i

INSTRUCTIONS: ,For each of tRe followingitems, please respond in

terms of the detree.of interest you would have in each,of the relevaht

-activities, school subjects, or oocupationeby placing a mark in the

appropriate column. 'Work rapidly. , ."

.,,i;
.

ike ;Indifferent
. t..

I
Dislike

1.. Ship Officer
,

2. Mechaipil engineer
r(*)
(*)

, 4--

( )
(*)

(
(

)
)

- 3. Photoengraver Art (r) (*)'- ( )

4. Tooliaker t- / (*)
.

(*). ( ) .

5. lifkinearadio set (*) (*) ( )

6. Building contractor (*) (

.(

( )

7. Looking at shop windows (*) ) ( )
4

8. MrineOngineer .(*) (*) ( )

9. Mechanical drawing -. (*) (') ( )

10. Manual training,(military
weapons) (*) ( ) ( )

11. Adjusting a carburet,pi (!). ) ( )

12. Cabinet making . , (*) ' ( ). ( -)

13.,Carpenter
, s .,

( ) '-4.lt.(, )

Answer thethe following items As-truthfully as possible by marking the ,-
.

appropriate column. ,

True Ego.

14. I. think I would like the kind of work
a forest ranger does.

15. I like mechanics magazines. .

16. In school, I was sometimes sent to the
principal for eating up. >

17. It does not bother me that'I 4m not

"better looking.,
18. People'often disappoint me.
19,-rhave methinidal ingenuity (inventiveness).
20. I am' good findinemy way around

unfamiliar places..
-

* indicates "B" response

*.
F

*Ow

.0

I-

t, (4-

_
, g

...,

..,c :. . 4 .. , 7

' V. i.,,, , .i i



. TABLE 2

Between-within ANOVA o1 summed climate scores

Spree

Treatm;-t (A)

TAoe (B)
Cognitive realignment (C)
Error

1604pSullAP4

1 .25.066

1 3.482

1 1.341

112 2.295

Questionnaire administrations (D) 1 J5.560
A, x D 1 12.716

Error 112' .949

Concepts (E)
x E

) Error

D x Er

Jgrrork

Total

. 2 3:754

.2 2.234

224 .490

no. other significant interactions
a

,

*p <.05
**p <.01
***p <.001

1

2 .714

224 .214

719

24

k

.782

YM

7

z
10.9204**
1.5171

.5843

5.9511*

13.3942#**

7.6645***
4.56i4*

3.3265*
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So ce

,

I .0

S

ABLE ;3,

CovarizanCe analysis of, summed climite Scores,

Mein Square

Covariates

Treatment

Type
Cognitive realignment

. Error

Total
r-

1

1

,1
1

5,1

59

28594.828

31328.590
- 13.12,0

3760.395
1 982.443

1870.995

,$'

29.06***

31.888***

:$38N*

no significant, interactions

*Fr.05
-

.***p(.001

0.

t

do

4
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.
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TOLE 4
4 ; .

, ....5Stween-within ANOVA of "partner" concept ,
.

, - '
.. t I'''' -

I 'Imii.oe r liean..5ouve . j ..'s. /
- 1- 4.1 \

,/ $reatment (A) , 1 , 1.381 , 1.31

&ror 112

, .Type (B) 1 .29
.

. '

.0001Cognitiye re4ignmebt .0)
1,-.

4,
,

-,.

Questionnaire admirlistratiolis 1 .178

. --` (D) ,

. -

A x 11 %, - , 1 4 . 2.322 6.:

A x C, x D4.. - - '1 1.469 .. 3:'

. Error,. 112 .369
. , ,

,' Total '''' IP( 239,' .7634 1.

/

.4808

no other `Signifiront interS.ctio

"4.05

Sr

5/

.1 "

rqmzi 4 v-

-
0

r:

I

"1r

C,

v
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